1 Figure S1 Figure S1. (A) Multipoint LOD score analysis of family 628. Linkage peak at chr. 1 contains the FMN2 gene with score 2.30 (arrow). Other linkage peaks on chr. 14 and chr. 15 were also considered. (B) Table of chromosomal candidate intervals defined by parametric multipoint linkage analysis, indicating chromosome number, bounding SNPs, hg19 coordinates, distance in base pairs, the SNP associated with the highest mLOD score and the corresponding mLOD score. . Differentiated neurons in culture from hIPSCs from control (C), unaffected (U) and affected (F) from ARID-628 family, stained for F-actin (red), VGlut1 (green) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar 20 µm. Boxed image is at high power at right, used for z-stack image reconstruction and segmentation. Scale bar 10 µm. Table S1 . List of all rare (MAF <0.001) potentially deleterious variants identified from exome sequencing in ARID-628, whether the allele falls within the homozygous interval, and whether the specific variant segregates according to the recessive mode of inheritance. FMN2 emerged as the only remaining candidate in the family (yellow). Table S2 . Top: List of all variants in known intellectual disability with MAF <0.01 in ARID-49. Bottom: Potentially deleterious variants identified from exome sequencing including hand-annotation of variants within homozygous intervals. Included are columns for the predicted amino acid change, whether the non-synonymous change is predicted to be damaging or tolerated, the ConsScoreGERP, the gene, gene description, whether the variant occurs in a homozygous interval, and whether the specific variant segregates according to the recessive mode of inheritance. The LUZP1 gene variant was excluded because it was predicted to be tolerated. FMN2 emerged as the only remaining candidate in the family (yellow).
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